**Clip and Save Instructions:**

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
Excessive force is not necessary. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

1. **ATTACK WEAPON**
   - Push down on lever to launch Exo-creature head. Retrieve head by opening and closing lever.

2. **Attack Weapon**
   - Swivel head to attack. Socket Exo-creature head into front legs and push forward.

3. **Body Color**
   - Exo-creature body color and front legs.

4. **Foot Pegs**
   - Exo-creature foot pegs for stability.

5. **Eyes**
   - Exo-creature eyes.

6. **Claw**
   - Exo-creature claw.

**PROOF OF PURCHASE**
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Reverse the order of instructions to convert back into transformable mode. Have fun!